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ABSTRACT 
Remote sighted assistance (RSA) has emerged as a conversational 
assistive service, where remote sighted workers, i.e., agents, provide 
real-time assistance to blind users via video-chat-like communica-
tion. Prior work identifed several challenges for the agents to pro-
vide navigational assistance to users and proposed computer vision-
mediated RSA service to address those challenges. We present an 
interactive system implementing a high-fdelity prototype of RSA 
service using augmented reality (AR) maps with localization and 
virtual elements placement capabilities. The paper also presents a 
confederate-based study design to evaluate the efects of AR maps 
with 13 untrained agents. The study revealed that, compared to 
baseline RSA, agents were signifcantly faster in providing indoor 
navigational assistance to a confederate playing the role of users, 
and agents’ mental workload was signifcantly reduced—all indicate 
the feasibility and scalability of AR maps in RSA services. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Remote sighted assistance (RSA) is an assistive service, where a 
blind user establishes a video connection with a remotely located 
sighted assistant (namely, agent), who interprets the user’s camera 
feed in real-time and converses with them to achieve complex nav-
igational tasks [62]. Examples of RSA services include VizWiz [24], 
BeSpecular [47], Crowdviz [46] from academic research; and Tap-
TapSee [14], BeMyEyes [4], and Aira [15] from the tech industry. 

Existing RSA services have varying popularity, availability, af-
fordability, and user satisfaction. For example, BeMyEyes [4] is a 
free and afordable RSA service with over 0.3 million blind and 
low-vision users and 5 million sighted volunteers worldwide [3]. 
However, their nonproft volunteering ofers no guarantee of ser-
vice availability or quality [20, 34, 36]—sighted volunteers only 
receive calls during the daytime [5] and are not required to have 
any training in orientation & mobility (O&M) [32, 67, 76]. In con-
trast, Aira [15], a paid RSA service that operates primarily in the 
US and other English-speaking countries, provides a higher quality 
service with trained sighted agents who are always available [6, 62], 
but is less afordable (i.e., costing $40 to $60 USD per hour). As a 
result, many blind users utilize free services like BeMyEyes for ev-
eryday tasks, such as asking for a dress color, reading text, fnding 
household items [20, 32] and rely on a paid service like Aira for 
high-stake tasks, such as navigating airports [62, 91]. 

The performance of trained and untrained agents has been 
studied and compared in prior work. Avila et al. [20], for exam-
ple, reported that users reacted negatively to assistance delay and 
the quality of wayfnding tasks in BeMyEyes services. Similarly, 
Kameswaran et al. [50] found that BeMyEyes volunteers were un-
reliable and unable to provide precise instructions in navigation 
tasks, which challenged users’ safety and level of confdence. 

Although the expertise of trained agents leads to more robust and 
preferable assistance, limited access to users’ visual feld through 
the smartphone’s camera and location information can pose a sub-
stantial challenge to all agents, regardless of their training [51, 63]. 
To address these challenges, the current generation of RSA services 
leveraged Google Maps and GPS location and sometimes utilized 
a pair of specialized glasses with wide-angle lenses for the users 
to increase their visual feld [50]. These measures enable agents to 
deliver directional information preemptively and subsequently im-
prove the user experience in outdoor navigation [61]. However, pro-
viding navigational assistance indoors remains a key challenge for 
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Figure 1: Overview of our RSA prototype with 3D AR maps. 

the agents for several reasons, such as weaker GPS signal, scarcity 
of indoor maps with fner details, and agents’ lack of familiarity 
with the users’ current physical environment [63, 91]. In addition, 
researchers have identifed several open challenges for the agents 
common to providing navigational assistance outdoors and indoors. 
These challenges include the agent’s difculty in continuously track-
ing and orienting the users on the map and within their (users’) 
surroundings; estimating objects’ depth, detecting landmarks and 
obstacles in users’ camera feed; and interpreting and delivering 
the visual information in real-time via conversations [51, 63]. Un-
fortunately, the current generation of RSA services is limited in 
addressing these challenges, which, however, impact the service 
quality of the agents, especially agents who are untrained or work 
as volunteers. 

To address the above challenges, our prior work has envisioned 
assisting agents with computer vision (CV) technologies, particu-
larly 3D map construction, object annotations, real-time localiza-
tion, and video stream augmentation [33, 63, 91]. We also designed a 
series of low-fdelity prototypes (e.g., pictorials) illustrating how CV 
technologies can be adopted in RSA services [91]. Trained agents 
who evaluated our design found that, if implemented, the proposed 
design could enhance their ability to stay ahead and reduce their 
mental workload. 

This paper frst presents an interactive system demonstrating 
how to implement a high-fdelity, functional prototype of computer 
vision-mediated RSA service, as envisioned in our prior work [91], 
in a controlled lab environment. The system contains a pair of 
mobile apps, namely, RSA-User for the users and RSA-Agent for 
the agents. Both apps utilized iOS’s augmented reality (AR) library, 
namely, ARKit [10], which is available on recent iPhone and iPad 
devices. A similar library is also available on Android devices. In 
order to reduce bootstrapping eforts, we created AR maps of the lab 
environment by scanning it with RSA-User app and later augment-
ing the maps with virtual elements (e.g., distance band and room 

numbers) ofine (see Figure 1). During indoor navigation, RSA-User 
app can achieve accurate real-time localization on AR maps with 
iOS devices equipped with a LiDAR scanner1. RSA-Agent app ac-
cessed the same AR map, where the position and orientation of the 
user are updated in real-time. Moreover, to reduce communication 
latency and implementation complexity, we set up a private Wi-Fi 
network, leveraged an of-the-shelf video chat app (e.g., Skype) to 
establish an audio call, and mirrored the user’s screen onto the 
agent’s laptop to transmit the live, augmented camera feed. 

Next, this paper presents a confederate-based study design [18] 
to evaluate the efects of CV technologies in RSA service. The de-
sign was informed by an expert blind advisor who collaboratively 
reviewed and refned the system as well as the study procedure and 
tasks. This blind advisor represents the target user of our system, 
and our collaboration with the advisor evoked shared empathy, 
which is essential in developing technology for people with dis-
abilities [23]. During an early evaluation, the advisor observed that 
blind participants could fnd the study tasks laborious to perform 
due to the deterministic and repetitive nature of the tasks. In addi-
tion, the advisor indicated that blind participants could develop a 
mental map of the testing sites using their O&M skills, which could 
impact the study results. As such, we adopted a confederate-based 
design, where the confederate is an individual who participates in 
the experiment but is not observed by the researchers [48]. 

In our study, the confederate was a sighted participant who 
played the role of a user who had recently lost vision and had not 
acquired sufcient O&M skills. The confederate wore a blindfold 
during a task and was equipped with a white cane. Furthermore, 
we recruited 13 sighted participants to play the role of sighted 
volunteers or untrained remote-sighted assistants (i.e., agents). 

Our study revealed that, compared to baseline RSA, the agents 
were signifcantly faster in providing indoor navigational assistance 

1Up to January 2022, the iPhone 12 & 13 Pro, Pro Max, 2020 and 2021 iPad Pro featured 
a 3D LiDAR scanner. 
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to the confederate, and the agents’ mental workload was signif-
cantly reduced—all are indicatives of the feasibility and scalability 
of AR maps in RSA services. 

We note that blind users are not the direct consumer of AR maps 
in the proposed CV-mediated RSA service. However, the above 
benefts for the agents are likely to translate for blind users in faster 
call resolutions, richer conversation, and overall increased capacity 
to handle their service requests. 

In summary, we make 3 contributions: 
• An interactive system implementing a high-fdelity RSA 
prototype using augmented reality-based 3D maps in lab 
settings with manageable eforts. 

• A controlled laboratory study based on confederate design 
and role-playing to evaluate the implemented system; and 

• Preliminary evidence that 3D maps and localization bene-
ft RSA agents, especially untrained sighted volunteers to 
provide indoor navigational assistance. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Remote Sighted Assistance Services for 
People with Visual Impairments 

The implementation of various RSA services difers in three key 
areas: (i) the communication medium between users and remote 
sighted assistants. Earlier prototypes used audio [74], images [24, 
58], one-way video using portable digital cameras [31, 42], or we-
bcams [31], whereas the recent ones are using two-way video 
with smartphones [4, 15, 22, 45]; (ii) the instruction form, e.g., via 
texts [60], synthetic speech [74], natural conversation [4, 15, 22], or 
vibrotactile feedback [35, 84]; and (iii) localization technique, e.g., 
via GPS-sensor, crowdsourcing images or videos [24, 59, 78, 93], 
fusing sensors [78], or using CV as discussed in the next subsection. 

Researchers examined the feasibility of crowdsourced RSA ser-
vices (e.g., TapTapSee [14], BeMyEyes [4]), and concluded that this 
is a promising direction to tackle navigation challenges for blind 
users [20, 25]. However, they commented on the issue of crowd-
workers not being available at times [32]. Nguyen et al. [71] and 
Lee at al. [62] studied a paid RSA service, Aira [15]. They reported 
that unlike crowdworkers, Aira agents are always available and 
trained in communication terminology and etiquette. In this paper, 
we propose a new RSA prototype to study the feasibility of AR 
maps with CV techniques to improve existing RSA services for 
indoor navigation. 

2.2 Use of Computer Vision in Navigation for 
People with Visual Impairments 

Budrionis et al. [30] reported that CV-based navigation apps on 
smartphones are a cost-efective solution for indoor navigation. 
A major focus on CV-based approach is how to make visual in-
formation more accessible through recognizing objects [94], ob-
stacles [77], color-codes or landmark (e.g., storefronts [83]), or 
through processing of tags such as barcodes [88], QR codes [38], 
and RFID [70]. Extending this focus, researchers have proposed 
indoor positioning and navigation systems [56, 64, 68]. However, 
Saha et al. [83] concluded that for a deployable level of accuracy, 
using CV techniques alone is not sufcient yet. In this work, we 

use CV and 3D maps to assist sighted assistants rather than users 
with visual impairments, who could be vulnerable to inaccuracies 
of CV systems. 

Another line of work is to develop autonomous location-aware 
pedestrian navigation systems. These systems combine CV with 
specialized hardware (e.g., suitcase [52], wearable CV device [66]) 
and sensors (e.g., Lidar [44], Bluetooth [43]), and support collision 
avoidance. However, their real-world adaptability is still question-
able, as Banovic et al. [21] commented that navigation environments 
in real-world are dynamic and ever-changing. 

Lately, researchers are exploring the potential of AR toolkit 
in indoor navigation. This toolkit is built into smartphones (e.g., 
ARKit [10] in iOS devices, ARCore [2] in Android devices), thus has 
the possibility of a widespread deployment [80]. Clew demonstrated 
the potential of using AR toolkit to localize blind users on a pre-
recorded route with acceptable accuracy [92]. Verma et al. [90] 
reported that an AR-based navigation system could provide a better 
user experience than traditional 2D maps. Brata et al. [28] found 
that sighted participants rate 2D digital map over a location-absed 
AR interface for efciency and dependability, but AR interface 
over 2D digital map for hedonic qualities and overall performance. 
Fusco et al. [39] also reported that with ARKit, users with visual 
impairments do not need to keep the camera towards a target to 
recognize it. Troncoso Aldas et al. [89] proposed an ARKit-based 
app, AIGuide, to help people with visual impairments to recognize 
and localize objects. 

We proposed CV-mediated RSA service to assist sighted agents 
instead of blind users in our prior work [91], however, its imple-
mentation requires substantial bootstrapping eforts (e.g., creating 
and annotating 3D maps); specialized hardware (e.g., LiDAR scan-
ner) and software technology (e.g., AR apps, CV detection models 
with high accuracy), infrastructure support (e.g., low-latency wire-
less communication and large-scale storage); and access to blind 
users and trained agents who can perform fxed tasks determinis-
tically and repetitively. These requirements are major constraints 
for academic researchers to test new designs in RSA services. As 
a result, despite being promising, the implication of CV-mediated 
RSA design, in reality, is unknown. In this work, we relaxed certain 
constraints and evaluated the CV-mediated RSA in lab settings. 

2.3 Collaboration between Human and AI 
Despite the recent advancements in CV and automatic scene under-
standing, 3D reconstruction from video stream remains a challenge. 
The performance of existing systems is impacted by various factors, 
such as motion blur, change of light, scale, and orientation [49]. As 
a solution to this limitation, interactive, hybrid approaches that 
involve human-AI collaboration have been studied. Brady et al. [26] 
ofered users several options for answer sources, including crowd-
sourced workers, to manually identify objects unrecognized by CV 
algorithms. An interesting variation of hybrid approaches is the 
human-in-the-loop framework. Branson et al. [27] used human re-
sponses to questions posed by the computer to drive up recognition 
accuracy while minimizing human efort. Some researchers studied 
interactive 3D modeling in which humans provide guidance by 
drawing simple outlines or scribbles [57, 86]. Our approach is in 
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line with the above research, but we explore the human-AI collabo-
ration design space leveraging CV and 3D maps to support sighted 
human assistants. 

2.4 Challenges of Evaluating Assistive 
Technologies 

Prior research identifed several challenges of evaluating assistive 
technologies. First, the evaluation can be complicated by small 
target user populations and insufcient number of participants [85, 
87]. The variability between human participants with disabilities 
is also uncontrollable, such as age of onset, condition of vision 
impairment for participants with visual impairments [87]. 

Second, assistive technologies require substantial eforts to assess 
and adjust [73]. Those lack of implementation eforts will lead to 
abandonment. Causes for abandonment have many dimensions [69, 
79], such as improper ft to target users, tasks [40] or users’ changing 
requirements [75], and difculties in confguring and modifying the 
settings [53]. In this study, several design decisions have been made 
to balance implementation eforts and feasibility of the prototype, 
such as recruitment of blind advisor, confederate design and role 
playing. 

Third, functional testing, that is ensuring an assistive technology 
does what it is designed to do, is another challenge. For truly in-
novative technologies or treatment, deciding what to measure [85] 
and what alternative to be used as the control [87] are obstacles 
during the evaluation. Researchers also struggle with the evalu-
ation settings, comparing and choosing between lab-based and 
feld-based evaluations [54, 55]. Following recommendations in 
prior research [54, 55], we captured videos from diferent angles to 
provide high-quality data comparable to feld studies. 

3 COMPUTER VISION MEDIATED RSA 
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

In this work, we aim to develop a high-fdelity CV-mediated RSA 
prototype system to study the feasibility and implication of designs 
for indoor navigation with 3D maps in our prior work [91]. To 
support the design, implementation, and experiment of our system, 
we recruited a blind advisor who is experienced in using RSA ser-
vices for daily tasks (e.g., indoor navigation). With the guidance of 
the blind advisor, we developed a high-fdelity CV-mediated RSA 
prototype system with manageable implementation eforts in a lab 
setting. 

3.1 Role of Blind Advisor in System Design 
The recruitment of the blind advisor responded to the HCI commu-
nity’s call for empathy in technology development. It is principal 
especially in design for people with disabilities, arguing “being 
with” the target population rather than “being like” them [23]. The 
advisor (marked as A* in Table 1) in our project helped us build 
empathy for users with visual impairments. 

The advisor was engaged in the system design process from 
beginning to end. In particular, the advisor helped us determine the 
design objectives, reviewed the implementation decisions, run the 
prototype, and gave feedback from an expert blind user’s perspec-
tive to ensure that we preserved the challenges in indoor navigation 
in our settings. 

3.2 Design Objectives 
According to the advice of the blind advisor and the fndings from 
RSA professionals [91] and users with visual impairments [63], we 
identifed the key functions of a CV-mediated RSA system for indoor 
navigation, which are listed as follows as the design objectives: 

3.2.1 Basic RSA functions. Existing RSA services (e.g., Aira, Be-
MyEyes) mainly support live video chat between the user and agent. 
Professional agents emphasize the importance of the live video feed 
and consider it as the “lifeline of information”. Although web-based 
information (e.g., maps and satellite images) is useful, live video and 
audio feed from blind users’ mobile devices are the only resource 
of information that is real-time and guaranteed to be accurate and 
up-to-date [91]. The basic video chat function is common and can 
be executed with of-the-shelf tools. For example, Kamikubo et 
al. [51] realized the user-agent interaction with a video conferenc-
ing system. 

3.2.2 Interactive 3D maps. To address the lack of maps in indoor 
navigation, RSA agents expect to learn the environmental context 
of the users from 3D maps in an interactive manner similar to a 
web mapping platform (e.g., Google Maps) they have employed in 
existing RSA services for outdoor navigation [91]. The 3D maps 
also need to allow agents to change the scale and view via common 
interactions (e.g., zooming, panning, and rotating) to fnd both 
general and detailed information. In practice, 3D maps are usually 
saved as polygon meshes or point clouds in various formats (e.g., 
.obj, .dae, .ply), preferably with colored texture. 

3.2.3 Real-time localization. Real-time localization has been widely 
applied in wayfnding apps for people with and without visual 
impairments. These apps (e.g., Google Maps [7]) rely on GPS for 
localization, which is a mature technology for outdoor navigation. 
However, the weaker GPS signal strength and low accuracy render 
these apps unreliable in the indoor environment. As informed by 
prior study [91], continuously updating the user’s position and 
orientation on a 3D map is desired by professional RSA agents for 
indoor navigation. To simplify the system, we prefer to realize real-
time localization only using standalone mobile devices (phones or 
tablets) without extra environmental infrastructure (e.g., Bluetooth 
beacon [16], RFID tags [41]). 3D maps using AR technology have 
shown the potential to address this problem with smartphones [92]. 
With the rapid development of AR toolkits (e.g., Apple’s ARKit, 
Google’s ARCore) and more powerful sensors (e.g., LiDAR scan-
ner) equipped in mobile devices, it is feasible to achieve reliable 
real-time localization with AR technology and mobile devices. 

3.2.4 AR Element 1: Room Numbers. Virtual annotations on 3D 
maps, such as room numbers in ofce buildings and aisles and 
sections in grocery stores, provide agents with more spatial details 
and inform them of possible paths. Agents considered annotations 
“very helpful just to get a sense for the location and the store” and 
help them to guide blind users more efciently [91]. Moreover, 
supposing the destination is a specifc room, the annotation of the 
room number on 3D maps will greatly ease this challenging indoor 
navigation task. 

3.2.5 AR Element 2: Distance Bands. It is difcult for agents to 
estimate distance through a live video feed, especially considering 
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diferences in camera height and angle. Distance band is one of 
the methods to present distance information as a grid overlaid on 
maps. Agents gave positive feedback about this feature because it 
enhances their ability to stay ahead of blind users and prepare for 
approaching obstacles [91]. Compared with other distance measure-
ments overlaid on the video feed, distance bands have the advantage 
of not obscuring the “lifeline” real-time video feed. In this prototype, 
we draw distance bands on the 3D maps with an interval of 10 feet. 

3.2.6 Dashboard with extra information. Professional agents indi-
cated that they use split-screen or multiple monitors and “sometime 
will have several maps open” for reference to identify points of 
interest [91]. To support their habit, the RSA prototype will fol-
low the split-screen dashboard design. Specifcally, the 3D map as 
an additional information source will be displayed on a separate 
screen from the live video feed. The manipulation will mostly be 
performed on the interactive 3D map screen. 

3.3 Implementation Trade-ofs 
In accordance with the design objectives, we developed a pair of 
iOS apps, namely RSA-User and RSA-Agent. Specifcally, RSA-User 
app can reconstruct 3D maps by scanning the environment, save 
the 3D map, and conduct real-time localization; RSA-Agent app 
can load and display the 3D map, and receive real-time data (e.g., 
camera pose) sent from RSA-User app. We implemented RSA-User 
and RSA-Agent apps with Apple’s ARKit [10], RealityKit [12], and 
SceneKit [13]. All the codes were developed in Swift and Xcode 
version 12.4. The RSA-User app only supports Apple mobile devices 
equipped with a LiDAR scanner. 

We found it quite challenging to integrate all the design objec-
tives into RSA-User and RSA-Agent apps. For example, it is arduous 
and time-consuming to develop a real-time video chat software 
(e.g., FaceTime, Skype) from scratch and integrate into our apps. 
Besides, we need to set up a server for data transmission. 

To mitigate these challenges, we made several implementation 
decisions to fulfll the design objectives with limited resources 
and in a lab setting. First, we realized the basic RSA function by 
an existing video chat software (Skype). Since the RSA-User app 
occupied the camera for real-time localization, we made another 
implementation trade-of to mirror the user’s screen to the agent’s 
laptop via a private WiFi and only use Skype for voice chat. Second, 
we employed Apple’s Multipeer Connectivity framework [11] for 
data transmission between RSA-User and RSA-Agent apps. The 
framework only works in a WiFi network and doesn’t support 
out-of-range remote communication. So does the screen mirroring. 
This requires the agent shares the same WiFi with the user. We 
set up a private WiFi and covered the agents’ eyes before leading 
them to the experimental area. When the agents gave instructions 
in a separate control room, the setting made them feel they were 
assisting a “remote” user. Third, AR elements (e.g., distance bands, 
landmark annotations) are design ideas in our prior work [91], 
which should appear as AR lines or characters upon the live video 
feed. However, implementation of this function would take sub-
stantial efort. Instead, we created 3D maps with RSA-User app and 
added AR elements (distance bands and room annotations) to the 
maps with third-party tools (e.g., Blender [8]) as AR maps. These 
implementation decisions were reviewed and tested by the blind 

advisor, balancing the implementation eforts and feasibility of our 
prototype. 

3.4 Prototype Workfow 
Figure 1 shows the workfow of the implemented RSA prototype. 
The prototype consists of two phases: ofine mapping and online 
RSA. In the ofine mapping phase, we create 3D maps and save 
them in cloud storage. In the online RSA phase, the agent assists the 
user with both video chat and 3D maps. We briefy introduce the 
fve steps in Figure 1 as follows and will detail the implementations 
in Section 3.5 and 3.6. 

Ofline Mapping: 
(1) A sighted volunteer scans the indoor environments of inter-

est by an iPad Pro with the RSA-User app. 
(2) The sighted volunteer saves the scanned 3D maps and AR-

WorldMap (containing mapping state and anchors for relo-
calization supported by Apple’s ARKit [10]) fles to cloud 
storage (e.g., Google Drive). 

(3) The sighted volunteer downloads the 3D map fles to a laptop, 
adds annotations (e.g., room numbers and distance bands), 
converts the map fles to SceneKit-readable format [13], and 
uploads to cloud storage. 

Online RSA: 
(4) The user downloads the ARWorldMap fle of the current 

surroundings to the RSA-User app for relocalization. The 
RSA-User app will continuously send the camera pose (posi-
tion and orientation) to the RSA-Agent app. 

(5) The agent loads the 3D map of the user’s current area and 
views the user’s real-time location in the RSA-Agent app. 
Meanwhile, the user’s iPad screen is mirrored to the agent’s 
laptop as the live camera feed. 

3.5 Implementation of Ofline Mapping 
3.5.1 Build 3D Maps. There are two main reasons why we adopt 
Apple iOS devices for 3D mapping. First, Apple’s ARKit facilitates 
camera relocalization by encapsulating the mapping state and an-
chors into an ARWorldMap object. This feature is crucial to the 
accurate real-time localization of RSA users in 3D maps. Second, 
the new Apple mobile devices featuring a LiDAR scanner, along 
with ARKit, support powerful 3D scene understanding capabilities 
and reconstructing high-quality polygon mesh as 3D maps. 

In our experiment, the sighted volunteer used the RSA-User app 
to scan areas of interest with a 2020 iPad Pro. During scanning, 
the RSA-User app continuously constructed a 3D mesh and dis-
played it overlaying on surfaces in real scenes. Meanwhile, ARKit 
constantly updated an ARWorldMap object, which contains the 
space-mapping state and ARAnchor objects for relocalization the 
next time. When completing the scanning, the sighted volunteer 
saved both the 3D mesh and ARWorldMap to cloud storage. The 3D 
mesh was extracted from the ARMeshAnchor object and exported 
to an .obj (Wavefront object) fle with Model I/O [9]. ARMeshAn-
chor only contains an untextured mesh. In the preliminary test, 
we found the 3D maps without textures could not provide enough 
environmental context for indoor navigation, and the implementa-
tion of texture mapping was non-trivial. To quickly evaluate the 
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(a) 3D AR map (b) Top-down view (c) Trash cans (d) 2D map 

Figure 2: Maps of the frst testing area: (a) 3D AR map with real-time localization; (b) Top-down view of AR map and the start 
points and destinations of Task 1 and Task 2; (c) Trash cans in AR map (zoom in); (d) 2D map. 

(a) 3D AR map (b) Top-down view (c) Water fountain (d) 2D map 

Figure 3: Maps of the second testing area: (a) 3D AR map with real-time localization; (b) Top-down view of AR map and the 
start points and destinations of Task 2; (c) Water fountain in AR map (zoom in); (d) 2D map. 

proposed prototype, we adopted an open 3D scanner app [1] to 
generate textured mesh and manually aligned it to the untextured 
mesh with Blender [8]. Figure 2(a) and 3(a) show two 3D maps used 
in this study. 

3.5.2 Annotation and Format Conversion. By zooming in, we can 
easily recognize large objects (e.g., trash cans) in the generated 3D 
maps but not small signs (e.g., room numbers). While fnding a 
specifc room is a common task in indoor navigation, we propose 
to use Blender to annotate the room numbers on the 3D maps to 
facilitate path planning. As shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 3(a), 
we add blue room numbers on the wall near the doors and the 
blank space behind the wall. We also use Blender to draw distance 
bands on the foor on 3D maps to help agents estimate distances. 
As shown in Figure 2(b) and Figure 3(b), the distance between two 
adjacent parallel white lines is 10 feet. 

The exported 3D maps from Blender are in .dae (COLLADA) 
format. To directly load 3D maps from cloud storage in the RSA-
Agent app, we converted the .dae fle to .scn (SceneKit scene fle) 
format and uploaded it to cloud storage to support online RSA 
services. 

3.6 Implementation of Online RSA 
3.6.1 Real-time Localization. During RSA, the user relocalized the 
iPad after entering the map area. First, the user roughly scanned the 
environment with RSA-User app for about 10 seconds to create a 
new ARWorldMap object, and then loaded the previously saved AR-
WorldMap fle from cloud storage. The RSA-User app would align 
the two ARWorldMap objects and transform the current world coor-
dinate system to the previous one. During the navigation, RSA-User 
app was continuously performing scene understanding and main-
taining the high-accuracy camera pose estimated from multiple 
sensors including a LiDAR scanner, RGB cameras, and an inertial 
measurement unit (IMU). 

We employ Apple’s Multipeer Connectivity framework [11] to 
establish the connection between RSA-User and RSA-Agent apps. 
The user’s camera pose is ceaselessly sent from RSA-User to RSA-
Agent via a private Wi-Fi. In RSA-Agent app, we use a magenta 
pyramid-shaped camera gizmo to represent the angle of view of the 
user’s camera, as shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 3(a). After loading 
3D AR maps to RSA-Agent app, the agent can observe the camera 
pose (position and orientation) of the user’s device on AR maps in 
real-time. The RSA-Agent interface supports standard touchscreen 
controls provided by SceneKit to browse the AR map: rotating the 
view with one-fnger pan, translating the view with two-fnger pan, 
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(a) Example gestures to fnd trashcans on the frst 3D AR map. 

(b) Example gestures to fnd a water fountain on the second 3D AR map. 

Figure 4: Gesture interactions with 3D AR maps in our RSA-Agent app. 

zooming in/out with two-fnger pinch or three-fnger pan vertically, 
and resetting the view with double-tap. Figure 4 demonstrates how 
to fnd trash cans (Figure 4(a)) and water fountain (Figure 4(b)) in 
the AR maps from the top-down view with touchscreen gestures 
in RSA-Agent app. 

3.6.2 Live Video Chat. The RSA-User and RSA-Agent apps cur-
rently do not support video chat. To verify the prototype, we em-
ploy of-the-shelf videoconferencing solutions to realize the live 
video chat. Specifcally, we use Skype voice calls for user-agent oral 
communication. In the experiments, the user hung the iPad Pro 
on the chest with a belt around the neck to capture the video in 
front. The user’s iPad screen is mirrored to the agent’s laptop via 
the private WiFi so that the agent can see the real-time camera feed 
from the laptop. 

4 METHOD: CONFEDERATE DESIGN AND 
ROLE PLAYING 

In this section, we will introduce the study method in terms of 
the role of the blind advisor, confederate design and role-playing, 
participants, environment, apparatus, task design, and procedure. 
We aim at investigating the feasibility of AR maps for RSA, com-
pared to the 2D maps. We assess the performance of agents with 
task completion time and their self-evaluation. Our experiment is 
IRB-approved. 

4.1 Role of Blind Advisor 
Our research project was stafed by researchers responsible for 
conducting the user study as well as a blind advisor (A* in Table 1) 
who is experienced in using RSA services for daily tasks, including 
indoor navigation. Before the experiment, the advisor guided the 
confederate regarding how to use a white cane and instructed 
sighted participants (untrained agents) on visual interpretations, 

such as describing directional cues with contextual details and 
avoiding numerical terms. We consulted the advisor throughout 
the process of study design and data analysis. The advisor reviewed 
the task design and procedure, observed the experiment, and gave 
feedback from an expert blind user’s perspective. 

4.2 Confederate Design and Role Playing 
We conducted a confederate-based, role-playing study to evaluate 
our prototype because, as suggested by the advisor, it is hard for 
blind users to conduct this repetitive task over time. In a dry run, 
we observed that the blind advisor could develop a mental map of 
indoor environments after completing a single task and she could 
return to the starting point without any instructions. Therefore, 
considering tasks need to be deterministic and repetitive in a con-
trolled lab study, we cannot manipulate the learning efect if blind 
users engage in all four navigational tasks for each agent-user pair. 

Instead, one sighted confederate (marked as U* in Table 1) played 
the role of a user, who newly turns to be visually impaired and 
doesn’t know O&M skills. Before the evaluation, the blind advisor 
taught him to use a white cane. The confederate wore a blindfold 
and was equipped with a white cane throughout the evaluation. 

Because we pay particular attention to the infuence of our pro-
totype on agents’ performances, we need to minimize the con-
founding factors. Diferent users might have diferent O&M skills, 
walking paces, and preferences for more or less scenery descrip-
tion [91], which could signifcantly impact the agents’ performances 
but provide less insightful design implications for our prototype. 
Therefore, we used the same confederate for all tasks. In addition, 
we also trained the confederate to primarily rely on the instructions 
and make fewer action decisions by himself. 
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Table 1: Participants’ demographics. P1-P13 were untrained 
remote sighted agents. U* was the confederate, and A* was 
the blind advisor. 

ID Age Gender Major/Designation 

P1 19 F Secondary English Education 
P2 21 F Psychology 
P3 19 M Computer Science 
P4 18 M Mechanical Engineering 
P5 21 F Psychology 
P6 26 M Mechanical Engineering 
P7 21 M Statistics 
P8 21 M Data Science 
P9 30 F Information Science 
P10 20 F Advertising 
P11 20 F Accounting 
P12 19 M Division of Undergraduate Studies 
P13 25 M Industrial Engineering 

U* 34 M Information Science 

A* 49 F Member of a local NFB Chapter 

4.3 Participants 
Because access to trained agents (e.g., Aira agents) is limited, we 
focus on more accessible untrained volunteers and leverage CV 
techniques to assist them in this study. We recruited 13 sighted 
participants on-site who were not trained for RSA previously. As 
shown in Table 1, the participants (P1 to P13) were college or grad-
uate students, ranging from 18 to 30 years old (average 21.5). There 
were 6 females and 7 males (self-reported gender). The backgrounds 
of the participants were diverse, covering natural science and so-
cial science disciplines. To verify the feasibility of the AR maps in 
promoting environmental familiarity, all the participants had never 
been to the testing site before the experiments. Each participant 
was compensated for their time and efort. 

4.4 Environment 
The experiments were conducted in two specifed ofce areas in-
side a campus building. Figure 2 and 3 show the maps of the two 
testing areas. In the experiments, each agent will be sitting in a 
control room that is inside the frst testing area (the small room 
between E346 and E363 in Figure 2(d)). And the confederate will be 
walking in the hallways under the agent’s instructions. Each side 
of the hallways looks similar, which makes the navigation tasks 
(see Section 4.6) complex enough for evaluation. The control room 
blocks all visual and verbal information from outside, so the agent 
cannot get any information about the confederate except from the 
prototype that supports online RSA. 

4.5 Apparatus 
The confederate was blindfolded, equipped with a white cane and 
an iPad with RSA-User app installed. The confederate hung the 
iPad around his neck with a strap and pointed the camera of the 
iPad in the direction of the environment. He was able to change 
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the orientation of the camera when needed, such as lifting it and 
pointing it to the left or right. The agents were always equipped 
with a laptop that enables Skype and an iPad with RSA-agent app 
installed. Depending on the type of task, we provided the partic-
ipants with a 2D or 3D map on the iPad. After their consent, an 
iPhone was used to record agents’ activities during each task. 

4.6 Task Design 
We conducted a within-subject study in a lab setting, where we com-
pare 2D maps with 3D maps. Using 2D maps in indoor navigation 
was considered as baseline and it was not provided with localization 
or orientation function for two reasons. First, GPS signal strength is 
weaker and unreliable indoors [65, 81]. Second, prior work [63, 91] 
indicated that conventional, static 2D maps are easily accessible 
resources and are used in currently available RSA services (e.g., 
BeMyEyes [4], Aira [15]). The task design was reviewed and refned 
by an expert blind advisor. 

Our study had two conditions and two tasks, as described below. 
Each agent-user pair performed two tasks per condition. In total, 
each pair completed four tasks. 
C1: use a 2D map, as shown in Figure 2(d) and 3(d). 
C2: use a 3D map, as shown in Figure 2(a) and 3(a). 
For each condition, we set up Skype for oral communication 

and mirrored screen for live video as described in Section 3.6. The 
only diference between C1 and C2 is substituting the 3D map and 
RSA-Agent app with a 2D map picture on the same iPad. We design 
two types of tasks for each condition: 
T1: fnd a specifc room with annotation on the map. 
T2: fnd a landmark not annotated on the map. 
All trials of T1 were performed in the frst testing area as shown 

in Figure 2. We prepared various trials for T1 with diferent start 
points and target rooms but similar distances and difculties. The 
agents are free to choose any possible routes to the destination. 
Figure 2(b) demonstrates an example of T1 starting from the green 
dot and ending with the green star (E351). In this example, the agent 
could plan the path in two diferent directions, either up-to-right 
or right-to-up. For T2, we provide two trials of fnding a trashcan 
(Figure 2(c)) in the frst testing area or a water fountain (Figure 3(c)) 
in the second area. There are two groups of trashcans in the frst 
testing area, as marked as red stars in Figure 2(b). We regarded 
the task as accomplished when the confederate reached one of the 
trashcans. The start point was chosen from the two red dots in 
Figure 2(b). The second testing area was only used for T2 of fnding 
the water fountain. Figure 3(b) shows the start point (red dot) and 
the position of the water fountain (red star). We assigned the two T2 
trials to C1 and C2, respectively. To reduce the efect of task-specifc 
variance, half of C1 (or C2) trials adopt fnding trashcans and the 
other half fnding water fountain. 

To measure NASA-TLX separately for the two conditions, we 
conducted the experiments frst in one condition and then in the 
other condition. To minimize the infuence of the order, we ran-
domly chose half of the agents to be tested in the order C1 & C2 
and the other half in the reverse order C2 & C1. For each condition, 
one task is from T1, while the other task is from T2. Since there are 
overlaps between the testing areas of T1 and T2, we frst performed 
T2 task and then T1 task. The reason is that the agents might come 
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(a) Task completion time (b) NASA-TLX scores 

Figure 5: Comparisons between 2D and 3D map in (a) task completion time and (b) NASA-TLX scores. 

across the T2 targets (e.g., trashcans) during the T1 navigation, but 
not vice versa; because the agents would hardly notice the target 
room of T1 during the T2 process. Based on the path chosen by 
the agent in T2, we then specifed the start point and destination 
of T1 in the unexplored area. Other confounding factors were also 
minimized for fair comparisons of performance. For example, we 
only conducted the experiments at the time when there were no 
other people in the testing areas in case of interruptions. 

4.7 Procedure 
There were two steps before the experiment. First, we hosted each 
agent outside the testing area, introduced the study, obtained their 
oral consent, and then led the agent to the control room. Given 
that the control room is located in the testing area, we covered 
the agent’s eyes until arriving at the control room to make sure 
they will not get any spatial information before the experiment. 
Second, we briefed the agent on the process of the experiment and 
taught them how to use the prototype. Agents were given sufcient 
time (∼10 min) and instructions to familiarize themselves with the 
prototype. Referring to the expressions for giving guidance, we in-
troduced agents with directional, numerical, descriptive, and status 
check instructions [51]. We also warned the agents about potential 
issues, such as latency (technical issue) and the possibility of the 
confederate walking out of the testing area (experimental issue). We 
emphasized that agents should be responsible for the confederate’s 
safety throughout the task. To ensure the confederate’s safety, we 
designated one researcher to quietly watch the experiments in the 
hallway. 

Before each task, one researcher set up the apparatus and led the 
blindfolded confederate to a start point that was unknown to both 
the agent and the confederate. After arrival, the researcher assigned 
either T1 or T2 to the confederate. We defned that a task started 
when the agent and the confederate began communication and 
ended when the confederate successfully found the target location 
or object. With their consent, we flmed the agents’ activities during 
each task. We also documented the completion time of each task 
and double-checked it with the recorded videos. 

We aim at investigating and comparing the agents’ experiences 
in two diferent conditions. Therefore, each agent was asked to 
perform two tasks in one condition frst. After fnishing the tasks, 

we measured the agent’s perceived workload using the NASA-TLX. 
Next, the agent conducted the other two tasks in the other condi-
tion and assessed their workload with NASA-TLX. The NASA-TLX 
scores were recorded and used as a prompt in the following inter-
view. Finally, we conducted a semi-structured interview with the 
agent. The interview questions were mainly about the experiences 
of guiding the confederate and comments on the two conditions. 
The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed into text doc-
uments. Each session lasted for about 90 minutes. 

5 FINDINGS 

5.1 Quantitative Analysis 
In this section, we will analyze two sets of data quantitatively, 
including (i) task completion time and (ii) subjective evaluations 
with NASA-TLX scores. One outlier was detected in the dataset of 
task completion time by both z-scores and interquartile ranges. P13 
spent a much longer time fnding an unannotated landmark with 
3D maps than other participants. The reason was that he didn’t 
realize the real-time localization and orientation in the frst trial 
of using 3D maps “so I [he] just did the task in the way I [he] did 
with the 2D map”. After realizing the functionality of 3D maps, he 
reported that “the last task I followed the red spot so I think I fnish 
the task very quickly”. Thus, we removed P13’s task completion 
time. Considering that P13’s unawareness of 3D map functionality 
could afect his self-evaluation, we removed his NASA-TLX scores 
as well. A paired, two-tailed t-test was computed on the remaining 
data sets. 

5.1.1 Task Completion Time. Figure 5(a) shows the mean comple-
tion time for (i) Task 1, fnding a room with annotation on the map, 
(ii) Task 2, fnding an unannotated landmark, and (iii) both tasks. 
The completion time of using 3D maps was signifcantly shorter 
than that of using 2D maps in Task 1 (p = 0.001), Task 2 (p = 0.034), 
and an average of both tasks (p = 0.008). The results indicate that 
3D maps can signifcantly reduce the task completion time in fnd-
ing either annotated or unannotated targets. Especially in Task 2 
of fnding unannotated landmarks, the mean completion time of 
using a 2D map (t = 430 sec) is more than twice that of using an 
3D map (t = 211 sec). It demonstrates the superiority of 3D maps 
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in fnding landmarks that are not annotated but can be recognized 
from the 3D structure and texture. 

5.1.2 Subjective Results. NASA-TLX scores elicit agents’ experi-
ences in terms of (i) overall experiences, (ii) mental demand, (iii) 
physical demand, (iv) temporal demand, (v) performance, (vi) efort, 
and (vii) frustration. Figure 5(b) shows that the mean NASA-TLX 
scores of using 3D maps were lower than that of using 2D maps in 
all measures, except for physical demand. In particular, the mean 
performance and frustration scores of 3D maps are only around 45% 
of that of 2D maps, indicating 3D maps can considerably improve 
the self-rated performance and reduce the frustration of agents in 
indoor navigation tasks. It is also understandable that 3D maps 
received slightly higher scores in physical demand (x = 24) than 2D 
maps (x = 23), because interactive 3D maps require extra gesture 
interactions compared with static 2D maps. 

The results of t-test are consistent with Figure 5(b). 3D maps 
help the agents signifcantly reduce the mental demand (p = 0.013), 
temporal demand (p = 0.024), efort (p = 0.011), and frustration 
(p < 0.001). The agents also believed they performed signifcantly 
better with 3D maps than 2D version (p = 0.002). Moreover, there 
are no statistically signifcant diferences between 2D and 3D maps 
in agents’ physical demand (p = 0.699), suggesting that interactive 
3D maps did not introduce additional physical burdens compared 
with 2D maps. 

In sum, we found from the experiments that 3D maps could 
signifcantly improve the agents’ performance in task completion 
time and by the subjective assessment, and reduce their mental de-
mand, temporal demand, efort, and frustration while not markedly 
increasing the physical demand. 

5.2 Qualitative Analysis 
We conducted semi-structured interviews with the agents after 
they fnished all the tasks. We elicited their experiences of instruct-
ing people’s indoor navigation. We used thematic analysis [29] 
to understand such experiences. First, the authors went over all 
transcripts to identify data related to the agents’ experiences in 
both conditions. For example, how did the agents use a 2D/3D map 
to identify where the confederate was. The authors open-coded 
such experiences without any pre-defned framework. Second, the 
authors held regular meetings to refne and organize the codes. 
The meetings focused on discovering the underlying relationship 
between codes; codes that were closely related would be grouped 
together. For instance, we identifed that some codes were about 
agents’ experiences of planning the path for the confederate; we 
then grouped such code together and named the group as “navi-
gational strategy”. We identifed themes through the process; we 
also went back and forth to testify if the themes were mutually 
exclusive and applicable to most codes. Third, we came up with 
three themes and fnalized their names as “navigational strategy”, 
“efcient coordination with reducing unnecessary instructions”, and 
“user experience of split-screen dashboard”. We reported the themes 
in detail in the following subsections. 

5.2.1 Navigational Strategy. During the tasks, agents utilized navi-
gational strategy to make sense of the spatial layout, path planning, 

and the confederate’s location and orientation. Common exam-
ples of navigation strategies are leveraging real-time updates and 
detailed visualization of the environment. 

Real-time Localization and Update. During the experiments, 
real-time data was always captured and provided from the live 
camera feed. The other type of real-time data was represented as 
real-time localization and orientation, which was only available 
on the dynamic and interactive 3D maps but not on the static 2D 
maps. 

Getting aware of the starting point, that is, where the confederate 
is at the beginning of the tasks, is the frst step and challenge in 
navigation. The success and easiness of this step afect agents’ 
subsequent decision-making and confdence. When navigating with 
2D maps, the only source of real-time data was live camera feed 
captured and transmitted from the confederate’s camera-based 
device. Thus, agents relied heavily on the confederate scanning 
around his surroundings, obtained visual cues of room numbers or 
fre extinguishers, and matched them with the corresponding signs 
on 2D maps for localization. This process was tedious, repetitive 
for both groups, requiring the confederate to go back and forth and 
adjust his camera to point to appropriate visual cues, and requiring 
agents to align the information from live camera feed with the one 
on 2D maps repeatedly. 

“I need to make sure... where he [confederate] is at. So I 
want him to look around and to gather information for 
me to know his location.” (P8) 

“Because I’m not really familiar with this building. So 
I cannot really remember the location of each room, 
I have to ask him to turn around again and again to 
check if the number of the room is correct.” (P10) 

In contrast, seven agents (P1, P3, P5, P8, P9, P11, P13) indicated 
that real-time localization on 3D maps helped them make sense 
of the confederate’s location throughout the navigation, which “is 
the most helpful thing” (P5) and “makes everything easier” (P8). P10 
reported that the real-time localization gave her a birds-eye view of 
the environments, which was an extra help to get rid of the reliance 
on scanning and broke the restriction of limited camera view. 

Orientation is another important factor in navigation. Even if 
agents localize the confederate correctly, failure to identify the 
orientation can result in navigating the confederate in the wrong 
direction and leading him away from the destination. Deducing the 
confederate’s orientation is more challenging in homogeneous envi-
ronments. As pointed out by P10, “the roads, the walls, the hallways 
are kind of similar” so she made a wrong judgment of direction 
without 3D maps. Identifying the confederate’s orientation requires 
mental eforts because P8 “need[ed] to put myself [himself] in a 
location and to check if that’s the right direction”. Additionally, he 
had to “keep thinking every time he [the confederate] made a turn”. 
Real-time update of the confederate’s orientation on 3D maps al-
leviates this problem. Benefting from this feature, P1’s cognitive 
load was reduced by not putting eforts to situate herself in the 
confederate’s physical position and “translate” the confederate’s 
orientation. 
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Detailed Visualization of the Environment. Visualization of 
the environment is represented as the room numbers, fre extin-
guisher signs, and building layout on 2D maps, as well as the room 
numbers, distance bands, and detailed environmental information 
on 3D maps. Compared with the abstract spatial layout on 2D maps, 
3D maps supplement more environmental details, such as the lo-
cation, shape, and color of objects. These details are not limited 
to annotated targets as on the 2D maps, but all the objects in the 
scope of the testing area. This feature of 3D maps increased agents’ 
familiarity with the environment because they “can see everything 
on the map”. 

“Because for the 3D map, you can see everything... like 
tables, desks, water fountain, and trash cans, you can 
see everything on the map. But for 2D map, not that 
many details.” (P7) 

This characteristic makes 3D maps not only more comprehensive 
but also more intuitive. As pointed out by P9, reading 2D maps is 
challenging because she needs to transform the spatial layout in 
her mind and match it to 3D scenes that she is familiar with. The 
detailed environmental information on 3D maps is “natural” as it 
is similar to what people absorb and experience in their daily lives. 

“I’m not good at reading [2D] map. So reading map 
itself is hard for me... I’ll get lost in the map because I’m 
really scared of reading [2D] map... [But] the objects 
are all on the 3D map... I think it’s just quite natural to 
use the tool [3D map].” (P9) 

As mentioned above, agents aligned the real-time data from the 
live camera feed with the information on 2D maps for localiza-
tion and orientation. In addition to these purposes, visualization 
of the environment on either 2D or 3D maps facilitates agents to 
fnd the destination, which is crucial in path planning and agents’ 
decision-making. Ten agents (P2, P3, P5-12) believed that the de-
tailed environmental information on 3D maps made the wayfnding 
easier, especially in the task of fnding an unannotated object (e.g., 
trash can or water fountain). The reason was that they could be 
more familiar with the environment by identifying the object with 
its shape or color and get aware of its location on 3D maps. The 
determination of the destination accelerated the navigation process 
by contributing to accurate decision-making and reducing the pos-
sibility of giving wrong instructions. It decreased agents’ mental 
demand and made them feel more confdent and “secure” (P7). 

“The water fountain is actually on the 3D map. So I 
just look around the map and then just choose the one I 
want him to go to. And then just ask him to go there... 
Because you can scroll the [3D] map, you can just see 
where the direction really is. And you can just move the 
[3D] map to see the surrounding environment. So that 
may help me to make more accurate decisions.” (P10) 

In comparison, the lack of detailed environmental information on 
the 2D maps led to frustration when fnding an unannotated object. 
Agents had limited environmental knowledge and familiarity in 
this task because they were unable to fnd the specifc object on 2D 
maps and further determine the destination. The only strategy was 
to guide the confederate to randomly explore the testing area. 

“...he says he wants to use the water fountain but [it’s] 
not shown on the map. So the only way I know where it 
is is just to get him to walk around until I fnd that. So 
that is like a big frustration. You don’t know where the 
destination is.” (P3) 

5.2.2 Eficient Coordination with Reducing Unnecessary Instruc-
tions. In addition to making strategies for navigation, agents fur-
ther reported their experiences of coordination. Because the goal 
of the tasks was to help the confederate fnd a location or an object, 
agents needed to digest the information perceived through navi-
gation strategies and convert it into feasible instructions for the 
confederate. Therefore, the navigation tasks can be considered as a 
type of coordination between the agent and the confederate. Espe-
cially for the agents, they needed to make sense of the environment 
and give clear, accurate, and timely feedback to the confederate. 
Such challenges made agents use the best of the split-screen dash-
board to facilitate coordination. Overall, agents found the 3D map 
was more helpful than the 2D map while giving instructions to 
coordinate with the confederate. 

Localizing and orientating the confederate was an indispensable 
part of giving instructions. With the 2D map, the only source of 
this information was the camera feed. In this condition, localization 
and orientation involved tedious work by asking the confederate 
to move back and forth and to adjust the angle of the camera, so 
that the agent could get a clearer view from the camera and get 
more accurate information. P8 complained that such work was 
efort-consuming. In contrast, 3D maps showed the location and 
orientation of the confederate, signifcantly reducing the agent’s 
efort and time in instructing the confederate to scan the appropriate 
areas at the correct angle. 

“[When using 2D maps,] sometimes he’s not facing di-
rectly to the number of the door. So that requires lots 
of work. I asked him to turn right, turn left, and then 
maybe slightly right, turn up, go back, check number. 
Yeah, this process is adding more efort for me to know 
the location. But 3D map shows where he’s facing to... 
I didn’t really ask him to turn to check the doors or 
something like that. So the 3D map saves lots of time 
by showing the location.” (P8) 

In addition to the localization and orientation, the environmental 
information on 3D maps provided a better condition for exploration. 
In some trials, agents were asked to fnd unannotated objects, such 
as a water fountain. Thus, agents had to explore the space to look 
for the objects. The exploration process required the agents to 
coordinate with the confederate with the help of the dashboard. The 
map became an important source of information for the exploration, 
and the information provided by the map determined the efciency 
of the coordination. P5 recalled her experiences of looking for 
something that was not annotated on both maps: 

“On the 2D map, I cannot fnd it [water fountain] be-
cause I don’t know where the sign is. I instruct him to 
go the wrong way so I feel frustrated at that time. But 
on the 3D map, it is clear to see all the things on the 
map, so I think I don’t make any wrong instructions. So 
I feel good.” (P5) 
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The absence of environmental information on 2D maps nega-
tively impacted P5’s navigation because she guided the confederate 
in the wrong direction and felt bad about it. However, she noticed 
that, although the objects were not annotated on the 3D map as 
well, she could identify the water fountain from the detailed visual-
ization of the environment displayed on the 3D map. The detailed 
environmental information on the 3D map made up for the short-
coming that not all objects were annotated. It also reduced the 
frustration of P5 and made her feel more confdent when giving 
instructions. 

Agents also illustrated the beneft of the 3D map in terms of 
monitoring the confederate’s movement. P10 reported why she 
paid constant attention to the confederate’s movement and how 
she did that with both the 2D and 3D maps: 

“The 3D map helped me to defne his step and the dis-
tance between him and those other things. But when I 
was using a 2D map to guide him to a room, I just asked 
him to turn left at a time when I thought he should turn 
left, but actually he was not at the actual place. Because 
when he turned left, I saw he would hit the wall. So 
that is a problem. And I think the 3D map helped me to 
better defne where he was.” (P10) 

The testing area consisted of many intersections, where the con-
federate needed to make a turn to get to the destination. To agents, 
deciding where and when to make turns was another important 
part of instructing the confederate. Therefore, agents should pre-
cisely measure how fast the confederate walked and how long the 
confederate needed to walk until the next turn. Failing to do so 
might lead the confederate to the wrong place and sometimes even 
expose him to risks. Due to the lack of a real-time update on the 
2D map, agents were unable to get the accurate location and ori-
entation of the confederate. P10 pointed out that it was difcult 
to measure the pace of the confederate through the camera. Thus, 
she complimented the real-time localization and environmental 
information on 3D maps. These features helped P10 better predict 
when the confederate would reach the intersection and then give 
timely directions to the confederate. 

Lastly, the coordination involved correcting wrong directions. 
Our experiment took place in a part of a building, so it was likely 
that the agent would give wrong directions to the confederate and 
make him walk outside of the testing area. Therefore, agents were 
also responsible for identifying whether the confederate was out 
of the area and guiding him back if he was. P5 told us when she 
realized the confederate might have walked out of the testing area: 

“Because I need to ask him to use the camera to see the 
room number [when using 2D map]. But when I use 
the 3D [map], I can see from the map instead of asking 
him...I can know he goes the wrong way. So I can make 
a quick decision to ask him to go around or something 
like that.” (P5) 

Before the experiment, we trained each agent, telling them that 
the area was small and the confederate might walk out. The 3D 
map’s localization function helped cope with such situations, said 
P5. It could instantly show that the confederate was going in the 
wrong direction. Then, the agent was able to give immediate in-
structions to let the confederate turn back to prevent him from 

walking out of the testing area. But when using 2D maps, P5 could 
not get such timely feedback; she had to ask the confederate to turn 
around and get information from the camera. If the confederate was 
near a room that was not on the maps, then he was out of the area. 
Such comparison indicated that the 3D map was better in terms of 
correcting and preventing mistakes. 

5.2.3 User Experience of Split-screen Dashboard. Agents were split 
on their experience of interacting with the split-screen dashboard. 
Some agents appreciated the interactivity of 3D maps, which made 
RSA “more playable and less frustrated” (P8). Other agents reported 
the distraction and usability issues of 3D maps, such as unfamiliarity 
with complicated manipulation and latency. 

Interactivity. The interactivity of 3D maps is one of the char-
acteristics that distinguish 3D maps from 2D maps. P8 said that the 
interactivity of 3D maps made the RSA interaction “more playable 
and less frustrated” compared with 2D maps. He considered the 
navigation with 3D maps was “a fun thing to do” rather than a job 
because he can “play with a map”. More specifcally, P2 thought 
the interactivity of 3D maps was represented as cuteness, where 
the sign of real-time localization and orientation was jumping and 
“moving like a duck”. This characteristic of 3D maps released her 
frustration and made her more willing to help the confederate. The 
reduction in frustration was also refected in Section 5.1.2. 

“I think the 3D map is cute because I saw that red point 
moving like a duck. When I directed that person moving, 
I thought that point was like jumping... When I thought 
the point, I just couldn’t help laughing. It just releases 
my frustration and I’m more willing to take time to help 
that person to get to the right place.” (P2) 

The interactivity split the agents, with negative responses from 
P11. Although she appreciated the function of localization and 
orientation, P11 reported that the real-time updated, bright spot 
distracted her and made her ignore the live video stream. 

“It did help me in the task like the movement, especially 
like the x, y, z axes, and the pink thing helped me lo-
cate where he’s going but that sometimes distracts me, 
because I keep looking at that and I ignore the stream 
screen.” (P11) 

Usability. Some agents were bothered by the complicated ma-
nipulation and connection issues when using 3D maps. Regarding 
the manipulation, P12 said that “it’s a little bit hard for the user who 
doesn’t get used to those kinds of three-fnger thing” and “to memorize 
all the steps”. Some agents (P1, P2, P7) spent more time learning 
and familiarizing themselves with the manipulation. Because of the 
complicated manipulation, P4 paid too much attention to 3D maps 
to search for the destination, meanwhile, he still asked the confed-
erate to proceed. Distracted by 3D maps, P4 failed to precaution 
risk so that the confederate hit obstacles on the way. 

“I wasn’t too sure of where the room was so it took longer 
for me to fnd that [on 3D maps]. However, I still told 
him [the confederate] to walk...” (P4) 

Latency is the other issue that afects the usability of the pro-
totype. Five agents (P3, P5, P6, P10, P12) have encountered the 
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connection issue during the tasks. P12 spent time and mental ef-
forts in identifying the confederate’s current location under this 
circumstance. Similarly, P6 indicated that the latency on 3D maps 
was “misleading”, which confused him about the confederate’s lo-
cation and made him nervous about delivering wrong instructions. 

“However, the problem is there’s some latency on the 
map. I only notice once, it wasn’t very representative 
where the person was on the map because it moved 
rapidly fast from one location to the next... It was a 
little bit misleading to me... I want to get rid of wrong 
commands. That’s why I was nervous.” (P6) 

Three agents (P3, P5, P10) utilized the cues from the live camera 
feed to mitigate this challenge. They indicated that the real-time 
update from the live camera feed was accurate and reliable for lo-
calization and orientation, which could compensate for the latency 
on 3D maps. 

6 DISCUSSION 
In this section, we identifed several advantages and opportunities 
of 3D maps. We discuss the usage of 3D map view and live video 
feed view and complementary design of these two sources of views, 
the promising applications of the proposed system to trained agents, 
and the evaluation of the RSA paradigm in a lab setting. Finally, we 
present the limitations and the directions for future work. 

6.1 Complementary Design of 3D Map View 
and Live Video Feed View 

Our fndings elaborate that the functionalities of the 3D maps con-
tribute to the reduction of the time and mental workload during 
guidance in three aspects. First, 3D maps give agents a birds-eye-
view of the environments and synchronized confederate’s location 
and orientation. Second, the detailed visualization of the environ-
ment increases agents’ environmental familiarity as they “can see 
everything on the map”, including the location, shape, and color of 
both annotated and unannotated objects. Third, 3D maps enable 
efcient coordination between agents and confederate by reducing 
unnecessary instructions, such as asking the confederate to move 
back and forth and to adjust the angle of the camera. However, even 
though the agents are equipped with 3D maps, the live video feed 
is essential and irreplaceable. For example, when latency occurs on 
3D maps. 

In our proposed system, these two views are displayed on two 
diferent screens: 3D maps on iPad and the live video feed on agent’s 
laptop. The distraction of 3D map view is one issue in the current 
setting. As reported in Section 5.2.3, agents could pay more attention 
to 3D map view and thus ignore the live video feed. This phenome-
non refects the superiority of 3D map with real-time localization 
over live video feed in the navigation tasks of fnding a room or 
landmark. However, when there is latency on 3D map, three agents 
(P3, P5, P10) utilized the live camera feed to infer the correct loca-
tion, which demonstrates the signifcance of the live camera feed 
when map-based localization is inaccurate. Instead of comparing 
the importance of 3D map with live camera feed, combining these 
two views is our next phase of the prototype design, which can 
improve efciency by agents not checking back and forth between 
two screens. To this end, we can display two sources of views on 

one device screen, present them in turn and supplement each other 
if the other one is disabled. It can be achieved by (i) switching 
these two views automatically or (ii) adding shortcut buttons for 
switching, which provides agents with more self-determination. 
One example is to alleviate latency on 3D map view. Latency is 
one limitation in our current implementation, encountered by fve 
participants in experiments, but it is inevitable and manageable 
in early-stage research. If applying the combined-view design to 
this case, we can display 3D map view for default and switch to 
live video feed when the connections between RSA-Agent and RSA-
User are unstable, or when the agents need to identify obstacles 
and notify users of dynamic environments. 

6.2 Extending the Proposed System to Trained 
Agents 

Indoor navigation is needlessly difcult, tedious, and cognitive-
overload, requiring agents to orientate, localize users and under-
stand their situations with indeterminate camera feed [51, 63]. Intro-
ducing the powerful 3D maps to this task empowers the volunteers 
by making the task more engaging, intriguing, and transparent 
to work with symbolic tools, and further addresses volunteer re-
cruitment and retention [34]. As analyzed in Section 5.2.3, some 
agents appreciated the interactivity of 3D maps, which made the 
navigation “more playable and less frustrated” (P8). 

3D maps can also potentially beneft trained agents and refne 
their skill set of indoor navigation by providing a birds-eye-view of 
indoor environments. Equipped with 3D maps, trained agents can 
take less practice in interpreting users’ surroundings through cam-
era and matching them with static 2D maps [63], as well as being 
able to do more with the snippet of the camera feed. Considering 
the expertise of trained agents, we believe that 3D maps can even 
make a bigger diference than untrained agents. 

6.3 Evaluating RSA Paradigm in a Lab Setting 
RSA is a highly dynamic paradigm in terms of agent-user collabo-
ration and physical environments. We have encountered several 
challenges in simulating the RSA interaction and evaluating the 
prototype. Our strategies for alleviating these challenges provide 
insight into how the complex, dynamic RSA paradigm can be es-
tablished in a controlled lab study. 

First, an insufcient number of participants with visual impair-
ments [85, 87], especially in geographical locations where popu-
lation density is low, such as rural settings where our institution 
is located. This problem is more severe during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, a global crisis disproportionately afects people living with 
disabilities [19] and poses numerous challenges to visually impaired 
people’s daily life [82]. To alleviate this problem, we engaged an 
expert blind user as an advisor throughout the entire study, in-
cluding prototype design, experiment design, and data analysis. 
This process provided fruitful insights in terms of “being with” a 
representative from the target population and building empathy 
for visually impaired users. 

Second, implementation eforts. High abandonment rate of as-
sistive technologies has been reported in previous research (e.g., 
up to 78% for hearing aids [69, 72]) due to the substantial eforts 
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required to develop, assess, and adjust these special-purpose tech-
nologies [73]. Thus, accessibility researchers need to balance im-
plementation eforts and feasibility of their prototype before em-
ploying it extensively. In this study, several design decisions have 
been made to achieve this balance, such as recruitment of the blind 
advisor, confederate design and role-playing. 

Third, functional testing, that is ensuring an assistive technology 
does what it is designed to do, is another challenging but essen-
tial part. Limited testing with the target population will lead to 
accessibility issues in fnal products, which are only fagged by 
the end-users [17]. Fortunately, for mobile technology, researchers 
reported that lab study could provide high-quality data comparable 
to feld studies by (1) including mobility, (2) adding contextual fea-
tures (e.g., scenarios and context simulations), and (3) supporting 
high-quality video data collection [54, 55]. Thus, we evaluated the 
prototype in a lab setting that is safer, controllable, leading to a high 
level of ecological validity. All of the requirements were fulflled 
in our study by allowing role-playing users to move freely in the 
testing site, situating the scenarios of fnding an ofce or a trash 
can, and capturing and video-recording the interaction between 
the user and the prototype. 

6.4 Limitations and Future Work 
6.4.1 Participants. Our fndings show that the 3D maps alleviate 
the navigational challenges for untrained agents by supplementing 
the environmental knowledge, real-time localization, and orien-
tation. Trained agents are also bothered by these challenges [51]. 
Thus, we believe that 3D maps have the potential to be a boost for 
trained RSA agents. We acknowledge the limitation of no trained 
agents involved in the study. Our future direction is to review study 
footage with RSA professionals for expert evaluation. 

We acknowledge that the blindfolded confederate may behave 
diferently than visually impaired people, end-users of RSA. En-
gaging with the blind advisor, we found that people with visual 
impairments walk faster because they have more experience and 
are more confdent in the situation, whereas the confederate is less 
used to walking around with a blindfold. Besides, visually impaired 
users probably store a diferent representation of spaces because 
they use more tactile rather than visual cues [37]. Notably, it is 
more challenging for visually impaired users to fnd dynamic ob-
jects (e.g., trashcan) than landmarks (e.g., stairs, doors). Thus, the 
corridor-like environment, which was used to test the prototype, is 
likely easier for visually impaired users as they have experienced 
similar ones when walking down to doctors’ ofces, for example. 
The prototype is still in the research phase and it has not been 
tested to be fault-tolerant. We will engage visually impaired users 
in the future while ensuring their safety and lowering the risk. 

6.4.2 Prototype implementation. Besides the implementation trade-
ofs in Section 3.3, a notable limitation of the current implementa-
tion of our CV-mediated RSA prototype is latency and localization 
error. The issues of latency may arise due to unstable connections. 
Though ARKit-based localization is accurate enough in the experi-
ments, one of the main adverse efects of latency was to display the 
real-time location of the user with lags. In our study, fve partici-
pants (P3, P5, P6, P10, P12) encountered the latency issue during 

the experiments, but three of them (P3, P5, P10) overcame this 
challenge by associating 3D map with a live camera feed. 

Our RSA prototype is also not ready to be deployed in large-
scale scenarios. On one hand, the prototype only works in a WiFi 
environment and does not support cellular telecommunications. On 
the other hand, we only tested the apps with 3D maps of moderate 
size. When applied to large buildings (e.g., grand shopping malls), 
the current prototype may experience problems in processing the 
large-scale 3D map. We expect this issue will be addressed in the 
future with upgraded mobile devices. 

Compared with 2D maps in baseline RSA, the increased process-
ing and technology demands of 3D maps are a limitation in the short 
term. However, we expect advancement in hardware and computa-
tion platforms and a decrease in cost proposition for technology 
in the long term. Thus, exploring the possibilities of 3D maps in 
RSA paves the path for high-performance, faster navigation aids 
for visually impaired users. 

Although our 3D map-based solution is more cost-efective and 
time-efcient than tag-based solutions (e.g., QR codes [38], Blue-
tooth beacons [43]), we still need a sighted volunteer to scan the 
environment to build an ofine map in advance. Such an approach 
is suitable for use in public places frequented by people with visual 
impairments (e.g., shopping malls, airports). But for places that are 
not often visited, the requirement of scanning the environment 
by sighted volunteers is still demanding. As discussed in [63], one 
way to reduce setup requirements is to reconstruct on-the-fy maps 
while the visually impaired user is navigating the environment with 
a smartphone. Building an online map itself is not difcult – the 
SLAM algorithm embedded in ARKit is online. The main difculty 
of implementation lies in data transmission. Due to a large amount 
of high-defnition 3D map data, it is a great challenge to transmit 
and synchronize the map to the agent’s device in real-time. A pos-
sible solution is to transfer only the 3D map layout, but this will 
lose a lot of map details and may not be able to address some key 
navigation problems. AR frameworks could support lightweight 
online SLAM in the future for real-time transmission of online maps 
and thus avoid the setup step by sighted volunteers. 

7 CONCLUSION 
We presented a system that implements a high-fdelity CV-mediated 
RSA prototype in lab settings and aims to address the indoor navi-
gation challenges. In line with existing RSA services, our prototype 
is developed for visually impaired users’ mobile devices without 
extra setups. Thanks to ARKit and LiDAR scanner, we are able to 
create high-quality AR maps and provide accurate localization with 
an iPhone or iPad. In a controlled lab study based on confederate 
design, role-playing, and empathy, we tested the CV-mediated sys-
tem with 13 sighted volunteers. The results show that AR maps 
can signifcantly improve untrained agents’ performance in indoor 
navigation tasks. The features of real-time localization, landmark 
annotations, and fne-grained AR map details are favored by most 
of the participants. In this study, the prototype implementation 
and empirical results provided concrete evidence supporting the 
feasibility of AR maps for RSA. We hope that our study can pave the 
way to enhance RSA systems with AR maps for indoor navigation. 
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